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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Earth s Survivors Collection One contains the
complete text from the first two Earth s Survivors books, Apocalypse and Rising From The Ashes. It
also includes bonus material, a complete major character bibliography, plus information from the
series and the future plans for the series. Save when you buy both books at once and get more of
what you want. Earth s Survivors follows survivors of a worldwide catastrophe. A meteorite that
was supposed to miss the earth completely, hits and becomes the cap to a series of events that
destroy the world as we know it. Police, fire, politicians, military, governments: All gone. Hopes,
dreams, tomorrows: All buried in desperate struggle to survive. From L.A. To Manhattan the cities,
governments have toppled and lawlessness is the rule. The dead lay in the streets while gangs fight
for control of what is left. Small groups band together for safety and begin to leave the ravaged
cities behind in search of a future that can once again hold promise. Los Angeles: Billy and Beth
start out with a small...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely awesome publication with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. You will like how the
writer publish this book.
-- Melody Ja kubowski-- Melody Ja kubowski

Basically no words to describe. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am just pleased to let you know that this is actually the greatest publication i have
read within my individual lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Pr of . Ron Ga ylor d II--  Pr of . Ron Ga ylor d II
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